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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Whereas the reigning paradigm in human-computer interaction used to be direct
manipulation (Shneiderman, 1983; Frohlich, 1993), current systems are not all
waiting for users’ decisions and their next command. A growing selection of
systems no longer are passive tools; instead they learn, adapt and to a certain
extent make decisions that previously required human intervention (Maes, 1994;
Hoyle and Lueg, 1997). This thesis investigates the consequences of this new role of
computer systems on people’s interaction with them.

Autonomous and adaptive systems anticipate the user’s needs or wants and
proactively make decisions. They can learn from interaction with their users and
change with changing user circumstances (Benyon, 1993; Brusilovsky, 1996). Context-
aware systems might use information from the environment around users and
their current tasks to adapt themselves to the situation. Adaptive systems can
build extensive profiles about the individual user’s interests and the contexts they
encounter, either automatically or by explicit training and user feedback. These
systems can change their behaviour and the services or the information they provide
in a way that would suit the user and their context. They can also change the way
they perform tasks on behalf of the user or present information to them. Adaptivity
allows for system development without knowing every situation a system might
encounter beforehand. Autonomous system decisions can take away the burden of
having to be continuously involved in an interaction.

Adaptive and autonomous systems are developed in many different domains
including shopping recommenders directing consumers to products that might be
interesting to them (Alpert et al., 2003; Amazon.com), mobile agents monitoring
the user’s surroundings in crisis situations (Streefkerk et al., 2006), in-car agents
(Nass et al., 2005), personalised tours (Stock et al., 2007), and educational programs
that adapt to the learner’s level or emotional state (Lee et al., 2007). They can
adapt information content, system behaviour and information presentation. They
also come in a wide variety of forms. Adaptivity and autonomous functionality
might be part of a program (e.g. trainable spam filters as part of mail clients) as
a feature that helps applications adapt to the user’s interests or context (Benyon,
1993; Dourish, 2004). Autonomous systems, or agents, can also take the form of
‘invisible’, distributed systems surrounding people or can be integrated in the
objects around them (Weiser, 1991; Bell and Dourish, 2007; Greenfield, 2006) or as
systems communicating with them from a distance (Takayama and Nass, 2008).
They can take the form of tangible objects, or explicitly present ‘characters’. They
can communicate using human-sounding voices, be embodied as virtual characters
on a screen or as physically embodied zoomorphic or humanoid, social robots
(Breazeal and Scassellati, 2001; Ruttkay and Pelachaud, 2004). We are confronted
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2 INTRODUCTION

with a future - or present - in which computer programs (in the broadest sense of
the term), synthetic characters, computational objects, and people’s surroundings
will act in autonomous ways.

When systems act in more autonomous ways, reactions will be invoked (cogni-
tive, affective, social, ethical) that are less likely in the context of ‘more traditional’
systems and interfaces (Höök et al., 2000). As systems become more sophisticated,
less predictable and more autonomous, viewing them as simple tools no longer
suffices, instead a system becomes an agent with whom the user has to commu-
nicate, coordinate and reach common ground (Brennan, 1998; Takayama, 2009).
Consequently, new issues arise. Autonomous, adaptive system behaviour first of
all directly conflicts with user control over a system’s actions (Shneiderman, 1997;
Jameson, 2003). Users instead have to hand over control to reap the benefits a
system has to offer. When a system behaves in ways the user does not expect, the
user may find the system unpredictable and unreliable (Höök, 1997). Interruptions
and obtrusiveness can occur when a system inappropriately offers its services or
autonomously decides it requires feedback from the user, regardless of what the
user is doing at that time. Systems might be dependent on active involvement from
the user to actually reach an acceptable level of performance (Höök, 2000). Even
if the user does have the possibility to correct a system’s mistakes, an incorrect
understanding of the system’s inner workings can lead to feedback that actually
decreases performance (Waern, 2004). The user of a user-adaptive, autonomous
system needs to perceive that it competently adapts and that he or she can rely on the
system’s decisions made on his or her behalf. Users’ own level of knowledge and
skill may even suffer if systems for example filter out information that would have
been relevant and when users inappropriately rely on the information and services
provided by the system alone.

Regardless of whether a system is seen as a tool or agent, trust has to be built via
effective communication between systems and their users (Brennan, 1998; Takayama
and Kandogan, 2006). Beyond the perception that a system will competently perform
its tasks, building a trust relationship can also depend on the social interaction with
the user and the user’s affective experience. Authors such as Reeves and Nass (1996)
claim that social aspects of interaction will seriously impact people’s responses to
technology. The interaction between user and system has to convey that a system
is competent, but can also be trusted to do well in cooperation with the user.
Trust for example has been shown to be affected by social aspects, such as system
etiquette and ’politeness’, regardless of reliability (Parasuraman and Miller, 2004).
The affective experience of the user has to be taken into account as well (Picard,
1997). Thus, building trust necessitates both facilitating perceptions that a system
will competently perform with the user’s best interests in mind and will behave in
a way that is socially and affectively acceptable to users.

Apart from these interaction challenges, adaptive and autonomous systems also
present us with issues of an ethical nature. Relying on autonomous systems in
situations where the stakes are high and societal implications are yet hard to foresee
is ethically problematic. This is especially apparent for care and military robot
applications (Sharkey, 2008). It may be hard to decide where the responsibility for
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inappropriate system decisions and actions lies, especially when a system learns,
adapts and acts in unanticipated ways. Systems may also collect data about the
user on their own in order to learn and adapt. This raises serious privacy concerns,
especially as data could be used in unpredictable and uncontrollable ways. Ethical
issues play a minor role in this thesis, but are important to note, certainly in light of
interaction issues such as trust building, limited user understanding and control.

1.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
While development of adaptive systems has been soaring in a wide variety of
domains since the late 90’s and adaptive techniques have been around since the 70’s
(Kobsa, 2001), relatively little attention has been given to the reactions of users who
encounter these systems. Users are requested to put their trust in these systems,
interact with them, rely on their decisions and in some cases also have to provide
training and feedback to them. However, many of the above identified potential
issues in interaction with autonomous and adaptive systems have not been solved
or even analysed in an in-depth way.

Research statement: This thesis investigates how autonomous and adap-
tive system behaviour affects user responses to such systems.

Responses in this context include user perceptions of a system, their attitudes and
trust towards a system, behaviour towards them and acceptance of system decisions
and results. We particularly focus on two of the main themes in the literature: the
fundamental conflict of adaptive, autonomous behaviour versus user control and
understanding, and the potential of social behaviours in interaction with highly
complex, ‘intelligent’ systems. These themes address the multiple aspects that affect
trust in a system, delegation or reliance and acceptance of its decisions.

Trust here refers to the user’s willingness to depend on a system and rely on
the information or capabilities it provides, even though negative consequences are
possible and the system might make mistakes (cf. Jøsang and Lo Presti, 2004; Lee
and See, 2004; Parasuraman and Miller, 2004). The scope of trust can vary depending
on the context. General trust is an attitude toward a system independent of its use
in a specific situation. Situational trust concerns reliance on a system in a specific
context and can be influenced by contextual factors such as risk (cf. Castelfranchi
and Falcone, 2000; Jøsang and Lo Presti, 2004). Trust in the results that a system
produces can be different from general and situational trust; it can for example be
dependent on the plausibility of a system’s result, answer or recommendation.

There is a general agreement in the literature that there are at least two key
ingredients for trust. These key ingredients are the user’s belief that the goals
and intentions of a system match his or her own interests and the belief in the
competence and reliability of a system (e.g. Castelfranchi and Falcone 2000). Trust
can be cognition-based or social-affective based (McAllister, 1995). Cognition-based
trust results from assessments of a system’s competence and reliability through the
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user’s understanding of the system’s inner workings and perceptions of control
over system outcomes. More affective and social factors in trust involve faith in
the motives of a system, bonding and the perception that the user and system can
successfully ‘collaborate’. Perceptions of social system behaviours can thus also play
a role in trust formation.

Raising user understanding of a system and ensuring control have been suggested
as ways to increase acceptance of autonomous and adaptive systems. However,
the effects of awareness, understanding and various levels of system autonomy
and proactivity are not yet clear. The notion of cognition-based trust leads to the
following questions:

• How do awareness and understanding of adaptive and autonomous systems
affect user perceptions, attitudes, trust, feedback and training toward a system?

• How do the level of system autonomy and user control affect perceptions,
attitudes, trust, compliance, feedback and training toward a system?

Likewise, mimicking of human interaction, and showing social behaviours have
been suggested as a way to make interaction with autonomous agents more ‘natural’
by increasing familiarity and as a way to increase trust (Brooks and Frank, 2002;
Duffy, 2003). Many systems have taken the form of (embodied, anthropomorphic)
agents that interact socially with their users using modalities such as speech, gesture,
gaze and posture (Bickmore, 2003). While many of these behaviours have shown
great promise in easing interaction, a full understanding of when social behaviours
are appropriate and what their effects are, is yet unclear as well. This leads to the
following research question:

• What is the effect of systems’ social expressive behaviours such as empathy
on perceptions, attitudes, trust and compliance?

A wide variety of social behaviours can be thought of and for reasons of feasibility
we focus on two specific social behaviours: touch and empathy. We study touch
as a social behaviour because touch is a factor of social interaction that can have a
profound positive effect on interpersonal bonding and human affect, but can also
be considered highly inappropriate in some contexts, and has not been extensively
studied before. Empathy has been chosen as it has recently been gaining growing
attention in the field as a very promising aspect of user-system dialogues that
combines social and affective aspects of interaction (McQuiggan and Lester, 2007;
Brave et al., 2005). An overview of its effects is however not available either.

Different contexts of use and user characteristics such as personality might lead
to different responses to autonomous and adaptive systems and interaction features.
Alpert et al. (2003) has shown that adaptivity appreciated in one context might not
be greeted with the same enthusiasm in other contexts of use. Different people may
also have different needs for control over system behaviour (Goren-Bar et al., 2006),
and people differ in their attitudes towards computers and specific type of systems
(Nomura et al., 2004). This thesis will further explore how differences in contexts
and users themselves affect user reactions.
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• What are the effects of differences between individual users and differences in
interaction context (urgency, emotional valence of a situation), on perceptions,
attitudes, trust and compliance?

This thesis will reflect on both interaction with systems that employ autonomous
and adaptive functionality as part of an application (for example adaptive spam
filtering, recommender systems) as well as interaction with adaptive, autonomous
systems that have more ’presence’ as agents and show social behaviour (for example
robots, voice agents, ubiquitous agents). We shed light on these questions in a vari-
ety of domains (spam filtering, cultural heritage recommenders, in-vehicle agents,
mobile agents that monitor the user’s environment and human-robot interaction).
The approach taken in this thesis is one of user studies (all including extensive
literature reviews), both in real-world contexts and in more controlled settings. A
combination of methods is applied: exploratory studies in users’ own environment,
controlled experiments (Wizard-of-Oz in lab settings and with a functioning system)
and on-line video-based studies. Each study focuses on a specific aspect of interac-
tion, but all revolve around the theme of trust and how this relates to adaptive and
autonomous system behaviour. The studies’ scenarios and system functionalities
include those already in existence and those that are more future-oriented. They
explore the effects of increased adaptivity and autonomy in these different contexts
and with different types of users. From the findings we also identify steps that
interaction designers can take to increase (appropriate) trust and prevent interaction
breakdowns.

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS
This thesis discusses six studies addressing the questions above. The following two
chapters focus on awareness and understanding in interaction with systems that
are adaptive and take semi-autonomous decisions. Chapter 2 discusses a study on
interaction with adaptive spam filters in actual use. Even though adaptive (trainable)
spam filters are a common example of systems that make (semi-)autonomous deci-
sions on behalf of the user, trust in these filters has been underexplored. The study
investigates usage of spam filters in user’s own email clients and user behaviour in
training these filters. User observation, interview and survey techniques were ap-
plied to investigate attitudes towards two types of filters: a user-adaptive (trainable)
and a rule-based filter. Chapter 3 discusses a controlled experiment with a working
adaptive recommender system. This between-subject experiment investigates the
effects of transparency and understanding on user trust and interaction with a
content-based art recommender in the cultural heritage domain.

The subsequent four chapters of this thesis discuss studies on interaction with a
more ‘agent’-like nature and more social presence: a (simulated) in-vehicle agent
that interacts using voice (Chapter 4), physically embodied social robots (Chapters
5 and 6) and a distant, ’invisible’ mobile hazard monitoring system that interacts
via text messages (Chapter 7). The chapter on in-vehicle agents explores the effect
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of the level of autonomy of an agent on user attitudes in different contexts. The
studies on social robots focus on the effects of touch and empathy on perceptions of
an interaction and trust in the robot. The last chapter discusses a between-subject,
Wizard-of-Oz experiment investigating the effects of socially expressive, empathic
system behaviour on user interaction with a mobile hazard monitoring system that
is not physically or ‘vocally’ embodied.

The conclusion of this thesis discusses the effects of the factors investigated in the
studies, summarises the knowledge gained on users’ interaction with adaptive and
autonomous systems and provides guidelines for system designers.


